Chicanos file
request for
library area

Brown, Younger meet in L.A.
for campaign debate

Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr. and Attorney General EveIle J.
Younger strike a friendly pose for photographers seconds before
the live broadcast of their next -to -last debate in Los Angeles
Thursday. Both Younger and Brown claim to be hopiog for a large.
voter turnout. Former Spartan Daily photographer Ed Souza was
present at the debate. For another of Souza’s photos and a
comment, see page 2.
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CSUC applications
accepted for fall

by Paul Chum

At least one person has found a way to overcome the
overcrowded elevators at Duncan Hall. Getting a leg up on
life’s ladder is an SJSU maintenance man working on the
overhead wiring.

New student applications for the
fall 1979 semester will be received
througout November by all campuses of the California State
University and Colleges system.
Although most of the 19 campuses will be accepting applications
for several months, applicants for a
few specified programs and one
college are advised to hurry.
California Polytechnic State
University, San Luis Obispo has
been designated an "impacted"
campus because it is expected to
receive sufficient applications
during November to fill most, if not
all, of its programs next fall. Applicants to that campus are advised
to apply as early as possible.
Certain campus programs are
impacted either systemwide or
locally and will not accept fall 1979
applications beyond Nov. 30.
Systemwide impacted undergraduate programs, offered at
various campuses, include architecture, basic nursing, and
physical and occupational therapy.
The two programs impacted at SJSU
are basic nursing and occupational
therapy.
Locally impacted programs
include medical technology at
Bakersfield and Dominguez Hills;
R.N. nursing at Chico, Hayward,
Long Beach, Sonoma State, and
Stanislaus; telecommunications and
film at San Diego State; and art at
Long Beach.
Applicants to San Luis Obispo
and the specific impacted programs
at other campuses should plan to
take required standardized admission tests at the earliest possible
date.
Most applicants will receive
prompt notification from their first
choice campus that space has been
reserved for them. This notification
will include a request for necessary
records and will assure admission if
the applicant meets the basic
university admission requirements.
A single non-refundable application fee of 820 insures applicants of consideration at an

alternative CSUC campus for the
same term if accommodation at
their first choice campus is not
possible or if they wish to change
their choice. Next fall’s prospective
students should send an application
to the first choice CSUC campus. An
alternative choice campus and
major may be listed on the application.
Application
booklets
are
available at Admissions offices
throughout the CSUC, as well as at
California high schools and community colleges. Information is
included about the availability of
financial aid.

By Lisa M. Young
Preliminary steps may be taken
soon to develop a Chicano Resource
Center in the library, according to
Library Director Harold Olsen.
However,
the
Chicano
organization making the request will
first have to provide Olsen with a set
of goals and objectives as a guide for
implementation of the center, he
said.
El Concilio, the umbrella
organization for SJSU’s nine
Chicano organizations, sent a
resolution Thursday afternoon to
Olsen which answered Olsen’s May 5
request for a documented statement
of need for a resource center. They
will answer his second request as
soon as possible, according to
Chairperson Reyes Ortega.
The resolution outlined requests
concerning the development of a
special section of the library for
Chicano-related materials. El
Concilio members agreed that
SJSU, which has a 22 percent
Chicano or Spanish surnamed
population, would benefit from a
resource center, according to Ortega.
"What I see is that the library
and I are generally sensitive to all
points of the memo," Olsen said.
"There are areas of shared concern
and I’m inclined to believe a center
of that sort is necessary. Undoubtedly, we should meet the needs
of the Chicano student."
However, he expressed concern
about one of the points which stated
that the goals and objectives of
Mexican -American
Graduate
Studies Education, Bilingual
Education and the School of Social
Work be incorporated into the
center’s goals and objectives.
"We need to know exactly what
those objectives are," he said, "in
order to have a better understanding
of the proposal. It’s up to them to
provide that informationwe can’t
do it for them."
Olsen considered the resolution
a "positive step," but said details
will have to be worked out between
he and El Concilio.
As stipulated by the memo, a
resource collection would be
developed to include recent
periodicals, research materials and

universities from chartering "flyby-night" air carriers.
The chancellor and trustees did
not intend to ground school
aeronautics departments, he said.
But CSUC lawyers have said after
previous attempts to have the order
reinterpreted, that their "intent
may well have been to prevent all
flying," Shreve added.
The lawyer asked, he said, that
SJSU show that flight training would
be as safe as commercial travel.
That would be "comparing apples
and oranges," Shreve said.
Shreve plans to present a brief
to the CSUC legal office next spring
and thinks "the chances are pretty
good" for a reinterpretation of the
regulation.
Difficulty in getting on the
agenda has kept the would-be flye-s
from having the board of trustees

from changing their ruling, he said.
He hopes the new interpretation
will come in time for the department
to offer flying courses in the fall.
The SJSU Flying Twenty Club is
one of the oldest collegeconnected
flying clubs. Shreve said. The order
keeps the club on the ground, so the
members formed The Flying
Twenty Inc., an off-campus group.
Since it is off- campus, it has no
faculty supervision Shreve said and
is therefore not as safe. Even so, he
said, The Flying Twenty has an
"outstanding record." There has
"never been an injury," he said.
In his request for reconsideration by the legal staff he cites
a survey of U.S. colleges in different
state:: from 1966 to 1975. In over a
million flight hours there were no
injuries requiring hospitalization
and no deaths, the report shows.

A survey taken in Fall 1978 on
the SJSU campus indicated the need
for a Chicano Resource Center and
results were also given to Olsen,
according to Rebecca Ornelaz, El
Concilio Administrative officer.
El Concilio was formed in spring
1978 and officially took over
responsibility for investigation and
research concerning the center.
A minority resource center was
developed about five years ago,
according to Jeff Paul, assistant
librarian in the education reading
room, who has been working with El
Concilio on the resource center
project.
However, the section wasn’t
used very much by the student
body,so it was dissolved, Paul said.

Flasher
foiled
A bad case of overexposure left
a flasher with his pants down
yesterday as an SJSU female
student made a citizen’s arrest in
front of Washburn Hall.
University Police had to rely on
biology freshman Leslie Rivas to
place the pinch on the exhibitionist
since the crime was a misdemeanor
not witnessed by police officers.
Witnesses described the offender as a graying, middle-aged
man.
"I was just sitting on the lawn in
front of Washburn when the guy
dropped his pants and started
coming toward me and my friend,"
described one Washburn resident. "I
thought it was gross, so I went into
the dorm and called the police."
Rivas said she too witnessed the
flasher as he paced back and forth
on the 10th Street sidewalk.
"The cops said he was a
repeated violator and they wanted to
have him committed somewhere,"
Rivas said. "That’s why I agreed to
put him under arrest for indecent
exposure."
University Police refused to
confirm the arrest or provide any
other information.

by Juat, A Rurfnque.’

Executive Officers of El Conciolio, Reyes Ortega, Rebecca Ornelaz, and Manuel Sanchez, sign a resolution for a Chicano
Resource Center Thursday afternoon.

New bilingual course
A two-semester program which,
upon completion would qualify a
participant to teach in both standard
and Spanish/English bilingual

Clipped flyers fighting to try wings
By Brad Haugaard
For 18 years the SJSU
aeronautics department has been
grounded. But it is getting ready to
try out its wings.
An order from the California
State University and Colleges
System board of trustees and
chancellor prohibits students from
flying in other than scheduled air
carriers and a few charter airlines
for any university connected
business.
According to aeronautics
professor Jerry Shreve, Executive
Order 10, later amended to become
Executive Order 82, was instituted
because an overloaded World War II
C46 carrying the Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo football team back from a
game in Bowling Green, Ohio,
crashed in 1960 on take-off.
The order, he said, was to keep

public resource guides which would
send students to other locations in
the library for further information.
El Concilio has already started a
collection including 150 volumes of
periodicals and books which could
be used in the library, according to
Ortega.
They also requested that current
bibliographies be compiled and
increased and that a systematic
review be provided for the purpose
of identifying gaps and holes within
the collection of Chicano resource
material. Again, they have complied
a current bibliography which can be
utilized.
They further recommended that
the library offer tours in conjunction
with MAGS, Bilingual Education,
and School of Social Work departments to publicize the center.
The Chicano Association of
Graduate and Alumni Students
Ch.A.G.A.S. made the original
request for a resource center in 1976,
according to Ortega. At the time,
Olsen advised them that, although
there was a financial and space
constraint, a clear cut plan could be
worked out between library staff
and concerned students for implementation of the center.
Since, letters of recommendation have been collected from
faculty members of various
universities statewide, as well as
campus
and
community
organizations and turned over to
Olsen, Ortega said.

Other arguments he hopes will
persuade the lawyers are:
young pilots need to get as much
flying time as possible at a young
age so they can qualify to fly larger
planes earlier;
it is easier to get money from
parents for a course that will lead to
a degree than for simply a pilot’s
license from a private school;
industry is "surprised" to find
SJSU doesn’t have flight training in
its department;
without flying planes, the
aeronautics program is less of a
training envoronment;
a plane is a teaching aid for an
aeronautics class;
. flying will enable other
departments to do research.
Geology classes, urban development
classes and others could use the
planes, he said.

"There is hardly a department
in the school (SJSU) that couldn’t
make use of planes," IA. Col. Robert
Ring, SJSU aeronautics instructor
said.
Once the department gets approval, the ground -bound planes will
take to the air.
These include small C,essnas
and a Stinson 108, used to measure
strain of different cargoes under
different circumstances on the
plane. That plane, Ring said, "can
practically lift a house."
Others are a sailplane for a
predicted sailplane club, a higher
altitude Beach QU22, a jet powered
helicopter, an F100 jet fighter and
others in different states of repair.
Although Ring said he would like
to fly the jet, he said it will remain
on the ground because it eats too
much fuel.

elementary classrooms will be offered by SJSU in the spring.
The 24-unit course will be
the
handled
by
Bilingual/Multicultural Education
Program of the campus Department
of Elementary Education.
Candidates must demonstrate a
proficiency in Spanish and English
before being accepted into the
program.
Application forms car: be obtained at the campus Elementary
Education office, which can also be
contacted by those with questions
about the program 277-26811.

Correction
An error was made in yesterday’s story dealing with SJSU
athletes and Los Medanos Community College.
Ron Whitaker was listed as a
senior and a current member of the
Spartan track team. Whitaker was a
senior last year and is no longer a
member of the team. He was
enrolled at I.MCC in 1975.
Also, the word rotuidtrip was
dropped from the first paragraph. It
should have read 140 miles roundtrip.
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forum
Seldom have voters in this state been faced with more
substantive issues than they will see on today’s ballot.
For the past few months candidates for statewide office
have been frantically pointing out the positive effects their
election will have on the populace and the corresponding
chaos that would ensue if their opponent were chosen.
It isn’t hard in this day of multimillion dollar media hype
to become politically anesthesized.
But there are issues at stake that transcend the
generalizations of a 30-second radio spot.
Propositions 5 and 6 have been the subjects of great
controversy, but they are by no means the measures with the
greatest political impact.

Lesser-known is Proposition 7, which would expand the
category of those liable for capital punishment.
Propositon 2 would change the powers of the commissioners of the state’s Public Utilities Commission.

editorial
Proposition 3 on the state ballot will authorize the sale of
surplus land for environmental purposes.
Locally, Measure F calls for no less than a complete
restructuring of the city’s government. Measure E, if passed,
would approve up to 1,200 units of housing for elderly,

disabled and low-income residents, according to the city
attorney’s analysis.
Candidates for mayor have made it a point to blame each
other for the city’s woes, but a careful review of their voting
records should yield an accurate picture of their stances on
issues important to San Jose.
In short, this year’s election has a number of choices that
will have considerable impact on the life of every citizen.
Because the Spartan Daily is a recipient of some state
funds, we are prohibited by law from making recommendations concerning public elections.
However, we can make the recommendation that is most
vital: get out and vote.

Vote
Today
CAMPAIGN

CAMPAIGN

DEBATES

DEBATES

by Ed Souza

Sportswriting takes on new
flavor -- truth has bitter taste
By Anne Brennan
Sportswriters are no longer the
glorified public relations people of
the past.
This can be proved by a quick
glance at the sports pages of the last
three months.
Raider quarterback Ken Stabler
refuses to talk to the press because
they wrote some not-so-nice things
about him earlier in the season.
Forty-Niner General Manager
Joe Thomas assaulted Examiner
reporter Frank Blackman a week
and a half ago because of an article
Blackman wrote about him.
Anne Brennan is a
Spartan Daily editor
Even Bart Starr, quarterback
idol of the 60s and head coach of the
Green Bay Packers, threatened to
make it hard for some reporters to
cover his team if they broke the
story that running back Duane
Thomas was in camp for a tryout for
over 24 hours, a violation of NEI,
rules.
Closer to home, SJSU head
coach I,ynn Stiles refuses to talk to
San Jose Mercury sports -writer
Charles Bricker because of an article he wrote about some Spartan
Foundation members who weren’t
pleased with Stiles’ performance.
"You’re not good for our
program," snapped Stiles, according to the Mercury article.
Stiles hasn’t talked to Bricker in
the locker room but he does
acknowledge Bricker in situations
when he has to ( like on the Sunday
Channel 11 Spartan football
highlight show.
SJSU Athletic Director Bob
Murphy refuses to speak to any
member of the Spartan Daily
because of stories written by this
reporter and others about the
athletic program.
SJSU president Gail Fullerton,
after Saturday’s football game,
asked me if I was trying to destroy
the Spartan athletic program.
The answer is no.
The reason reporters wrote
about Stabler, Joe Thomas, Stiles
and the Green Bay Packers lies in
the responsibility of the reporter to
his or her readers.
What is happening more and
more is that sports journalists are
reporting everything. This is unlike
the traditional sportswriters who
wrote only what was good for the
team. And there are still some of
those people around.
Fans who pay for a ticket and

support the team have a right to
know exactly what it is that they are
supporting.
Sports is a big business and it
must keep a good image in order to
survive.
When coaches or sports administrators censor the press
coverage, they are not just affecting
the reporter but also the readers
who are interested in finding out
exactly what is happening.
A fan who buys a ticket is indirectly supporting the team
financially and this puts the person
in much the same position as a
taxpayer who supports his or her
government. Both have the right to
know what is going on in order to
make intelligent decisions.
Reporters, whether covering
news, sports or feature beats have
an obligation to their readers to give
a complete and unbiased account of
the event or person they are
reporting on.
One of the excuses I hear all the
time about the goings on in the SJSU
athletic program regarding possible
NCAA and Pacific Coast Athletic
Association violations is that it
happens at every school.
What would happen if a person
called the police to report that their
home had been burglarized and the
officer answered ’oh that’s no
problem. Burglary happens in every
city.’
Agreed, the situations aren’t
exactly the same but the fact is that
rules made to protect others are
being violated and those violations
fall into the column of the public’s
right to know.
Making people aware of what is
going on is the purpose of almost all
journalists. They do not put on their
black trench coats and hat and
recklessly go about undermining

people.
One of the main concepts of
democracy is to keep people informed so they may make intelligent
decisions regarding their government.
Ralph Nader has added a new
concept to this by making consumers more aware of what they are
purchasing and how it may or may
not be harmful. Without democracy
this could not have happened. The
giant corporations probably would
have done away with Nader a long
time ago.
It’s time the coaches and
sports administrators accept this
new type of sports coverage and
restrict their games to the field.
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Creative ideas
Editor:
I’m not sure Bob Ting (letter of
Oct. 17 knows good art when he sees
it. It sounds like he’s portraying the
symptoms of jealousy.
Van Dyke Roth is not only a good
artist but he is full of creative ideas
as well. One cartoon may have offended Mr. Ting, but many of us are
laughing.
I regret the "Getting Through"
is not in the paper everyday. It is one
of the most humorous looks at
college life I have seen in a long
time.

Not everyone can produce funny
cartoons and comic strips day after
day. I find Mr. Roth’s work a great
touch to the Spartan Daily. I’m only
sorry that Bob Ting can not put aside
his envy and enjoy it too.
Linda Ketchum
Political Science senior

Quality press
Ediror:
I read my first copy of the
Pacific Student Times today.
Then I ran across Brad
Haugaard’s article in the Spartan

Daily. He may not like the
Unification Church, but that hardly
seems a reasonable justification for
ignoring or discrediting the Pacific
Student Times. It must stand or fall
on its won merits ( or lack thereof).
Mr. Haugaard writes, "I just
hope and pray he soon realizes what
he is giving his life to and turns away
from it." The Pacific Student Times
is attempting to provide "an
alternative to oppressive press."
Throughout, the reporting is
clear, unbiased, professional and in
no way sensational. Judging from
the articles themselves, this new
paper opposes terrorism, conflicts
and lack of understanding between
indviduats and nations.
I find it undesirable to believe
that Mr. Haugaard would want
anyone to turn their back on this.

Kap

We’ve finally got a paper that is
not sickeningly radical (left or
right), and from which other papers,
including the Spartan Daily and the
San Jose Mercury, could learn a lot
about responsible, quality journalism.
Dale Wine
German Senior
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Mad bomber?
Editor:
I RESENT immature, imbecilic
and unprepared students ( or anyone
else) who would call in a bomb
threat to stop an exam.
I RESENT the fact that a fine
geneticist, an intelligent man and an
excellent teacher has to be plagued
by bomb threats.
Last spring Dr. Fowler’s
Genetics class was abused by
someone who called in numerous
bomb threats. It is difficult to explain how I felt Monday (Oct. 16)
when our Exam II was interrupted
by a bomb threat evacuation, In
some ways I wanted to cheer, but
mostly I wanted to cry because of
how Dr. Fowler must have felt.
I RESENT the fact that Dr.
Fowler’s trust in me or in our class
may have been destroyed by one
idiotic phone call.
This semester’s Bio 115 class
seemed like a unit. A "group" of
people who studied, sweated and
laughed together. I hate to think that
among us is a "mad bomber."
Vickie D. Taylor
Biology major
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feature
SJSU student
’good humored’
ice cream man
By Don McCarthy
"Good Humor" is the
name of an ice cream
company. But a "good
humor man" is, in a
Norman Rockwell sense, a
part of the American
heritage.
SJSU student Randy
Brown exudes good humor

Brown many follow that
leaning.
"Some guys will give
25 cents change from a
dollar on a 35 cent item,"
Brown said.
"At first, people tried
to take me because they
thought I was like some of
the others, but they

Brown doesn’t run. He
waves and smiles to
everyone he passes. A few
children call for him to
stop.
"Randy!" one says.
"Yes sir," Brown
replies.
"Any free?"

Brown then explains
what the kids can buy for
the money they have.
According to a young
customer, Tony, "Randy’s
the nicest. He’s cool. He’ll
let you be short, other say
’too bad.’ He’s the only ice
cream man I buy from."
Brown estimates he
loses about 50 cents a day
by letting people be a few
cents short of change on an
item.
realized I was fair and now
Brown said he gets
they treat me well."
more business in poor
Brown, 24, is a jour- areas, than in wealthier
nalism major with 12 units ones. "Rich people have
to complete for his B.A. something, so they save,"
degree. He leases his truck he said. "The poor know
from Miracle Ice Cream.
they can’t save, so they
Brown has 20 com- spend more freely."
petitors on his east San
Called, "no hurry, no
Jose route, mostly in- worry," by some of his
dependents, he said. Some friends, Brown admits he is
salesmen make as much as not a hustler and is not in
$75 a day, Brown said.
the business to make a lot
"They’re hustlers who of money. With winter
take the money and run," coming and shorter
he remarked.
daylight hours he said he

’The only way you can
really do well on this job is
if you hate kids and love
money’
his laugh is one of those
that
comes
from
somewhere deeper than his
vocal chords.
And Brown, known as
"Sweet Basil Brown,"
takes his humor on the job
as he drives down San Jose
streets selling ice cream.
But not all his competitors do, he says.
"The only way you can
really do well on this job is
if you hate kids and love
money." And, according to

photos by Effie Harland

Randy Brown, true "good humor man" chats with a customer.
will be able to manage on
making $75 a week.
But even making that
much may be difficult,
Brown said, and he expects
a lean time until spring.
Last spring, he earned as
much as $50 on some days.
But last Wednesday, his
worst day ever, he said, he
made $8 after ,2xpenses.
The expenses include

buying the ice cream,
paying the lease on the
truck, and buying gas.
Despite the financial
ups and downs, Brown said

he likes his job.
"I wanted to work as
an ice cream man because
of the kids," he said. "They
are fun to be around and

much easier to please than
adults."
Several
of
his
colleagues have quit selling
ice cream, he said.
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Candidates
up in the air
LOS ANGELES (API Except for the voting the
long 1978 election campaign is all over as Jerry
Brown and Evelle Younger
wound up their campaigns
Monday with flying tours of
California.
Democratic
The
his
governor annd
Republican challenger
each urged friendly groups
of supporters up and down
the state to make one final
big campaign effort to turn
out record numbers of
voters Tuesday.
"There’s nothing much
the candidates can do from
now on-the state, the party
and the candidates are
pretty much in your
hands." Younger told two
dozen Republicans at his
Sacramento headquarters,
the first stop on a
Sacramento to San Diego
windup tour.
"If we do a better job of
turning out the vote than
the Democrats, it’s going to
be a great day on Tuesday
for the state and the
party," the attorney
general added.
Brown also called for a
big voter turnout to sweep
the entire Democratic
ticket into office.
Brown, who leads
Younger by margins of up
to 25 percent in polls,
campaigned alongside Lt.
Gov. Mervyn Dymally and
Democratic candidate for
attorney general Yvonne
Burke, who are both locked
in tight races.
The focus was on
Dymally, who has gotten
increasing support from
Brown in the last few
weeks after polls showed
him trailing Republican
challenger Mike Curb.
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"I’m going to see how
the next few weeks go
under standard time and
then decide if I have to get
a different job," he said.
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Kickers blank Trojans
The booters’ coach
received presents from
dignitaries on
"Julie
Menendez Day." including
a 6-0 blanking of the USC
Trojans by his team at
Spartan Stadium Saturday.
Julie
Menendez
received awards from the
City of San Jose, the 1978
SJSU soccer team, the
Spartan Foundation and
Athletic
SJSU
the
Department.
The Spartan booters
also presented Menendez
with their seventh straight
victory, ended the season
19+3 overall and 6+1 in
league as six different
Spartans scored goals.
Steve Swadley, who
by BlIdll Stevens
ended the season as the
Julie Menendez received awards before Sunday’s soccer game. From left to booters leading scorer,
scored his 17th goal of the
right is; Steve Carp, Brent Johnson, Julie Menendez and his wife Doris.
season at 16:31 of the first
half with assists given to
Danny Menendez ( coach’s
son and Tommy Ryan.
Tom Ryan scored three
minutes later on an assist
from his brother Steve
Ryan. Joe Silveira closed
They are the first half scoring with
Only four matches two matches. SJSU beat with them.
of the year
remain for the SJSU California in the NCAC erratic at times and that his fourth goal
women’s volleyball team opener and again in the Cal makes it hard for us to coming at 28:44.
Approximately 1,000
as the Spartans try and Invitational in a tight five- defense them."
Coming up in three fans, including SJSU Vice hold their first place game match.
weeks will be the AIAW President Ellen Weaver,
position in the Northern
The Spartans currently
Regionals, Athletic Director Bob
California Athletic Con- lead the NCAC with an 8-0 Volleyball
which weill be played at Murphy, Associate A.D.
ference.
mark, followed by Stanford
Jon Crosby, San Jose
UC-Davis on Nov. 23-24.
and University of the
SJSU hosts UCEight teams will qualify for Earthquake Manager Ben
Pacific at 5-2. Berkeley’s
Berkeley at 8 tonight in
the Regionals, which will Reichmuth and Oakland
record is 4-3.
Spartan Gym and Friday
be a double +elimination Stompers’ president Milan
night the Spartans host
Mandaric, watched the
Spartan head coach tournament.
Fresno State University.
Jane Ward feels the
Should the Spartans SJSU booters take comSJSU closes its NCAC slate
Spartans will win the win their conference, they plete control of the secorid
with two road matches next
NCAC, but she did say that will gain a berth in the half.
week.
"The boys played
SJSU still needs to beat Cal Regionals.
This will be the third
tonight and UOP next
preliminary really well," said coach
a
In
meeting of the year betThursday.
match, the Spartan junior Menendez after the game,
ween the Bears and
"Cal is a hard team to varsity will host the "we were a little shakey in
Spartans, with the Sparfigure out," Ward said.
Berkeley junior varsity at the beginning, but we
tans winning the previous
certainly controlled the
"We always have trouble 6.

cleat
marks
National honors
for hockey club?
By Chuck Hildebrand
The East has traditionally had a stranglehold
on womens’ field hockey power.
So much so, in fact, that when SJSU’s team
finished fourth in last season’s Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women national
championships, the Eastern hierarchy’s reaction
was one of shock - like Donny Osmond getting tossed
in the slammer on a morals rap.
This year, however, could be the campaign in
which the power structure of the sport veers
abruptly to the West because Spartan coach Leta
Walker thinks this year’s aggregation is even better
than its predecessor of a year ago.
And that club was by no means a pushover,
prevailing in 19 of its 22 starts and marching all the
way to the AIAW semifinals before falling to Ur sinus Pa. College and then to the University of
Delaware in a consolation battle.
West Chester College, another Pennsylvania
school, annexed its third straight national title by
subduing Ursinus in the finals.
It was the first time a Western school had ever
advanced to the AIAW semis and ass result of the
Spartans’ success the Western Regional winner is
seeded into the nationals for the first time.
Walker was cautious when asked what she
thought of the Spartans’ chances in national competition this year.
However, she did note that SJSU has, in her
judgment, probably the best team it has ever
fielded.

By Dan Miller
From Santa Barbara to
Albany. N.Y., wherever the
Spartan soccer team plays,
"I don’t think we’re looking at things that far
they always have at least
down the line," Walker said. "We still have to get
one fan in the stands
past the Western Regionals ( this week at
cheering for them.
Berkeley
Doris Menendez is the
That tournament gets underway Friday with
wife of SJSU soccer coach
Cal, Stanford, and Long Beach State participating
Julie Menendez and the
in addition to SJSU.
mother of Danny who is a
forward on the same team.
The Spartans have beaten all three teams,
"I rarely miss a
toppling LBS 3-1 and Stanford 1-0 in addition to
game,"
said
Mrs.
Friday’s success against Cal.
Menendez in a telephone
The tournament is a round-robin affair, with
interview, "I absolutely
SJSU challenging all three teams during play on the
hate to miss one of their
Bears’ AstroTurf field.
games."
Mrs. Menendez talked
The top two finishers advance to the national
about some of her hobbies
finals in Ellensburg, Wash, the week before
while managing a soccer
Thanksgiving with West Chester, Ursinus and the
oriented family, the soccer
rest of the sport’s Murderers’ Row awaiting.
team and some of the
But Walker thinks SJSU can be competitive with
advantages and disadthe Eastern behemoths.
vantages of being a coach’s
"Hockey is such a low -scoring game that one
wife.
break can decide the outcome," Walker declared.
One of those advantages
for
Mrs.
"The keys for us are hitting the open man and
Menendez, is traveling.
keeping the opponents off-balance with a varied
Ever since she was a
pace. We’ve done extremely well at this all year and
younster, she has been able
we really haven’t played a bad game all year."
to travel and loves every
minute of it.
"It doesn’t really
matter if we are traveling
by plane or van," Mrs.
Menendez claimed. "My
love for travel began in
China.
"I was born in Ruling,
SJSU
assistant said of McDowell, "he went China, a resort for tourists
wrestling coach Tihamer all out for the win but high in the mountains. My
parents were missionaries
Toth-Fejel
decisioned missed."
and so I grew up in China
Spartan
All -America
other
SJSU
Four
and attended American
hopeful Robert McDowell,
coaches schools till I was 17."
3-1, in the featured match assistant
wins
for
the
registered
Mrs. Menendez, her
of the night, to lead the
two sisters and parents
Alumni to a 24-12 win over Alumni.
the Varsity Friday night in
167 -pounder
Kevin were forced to leave China
Spartan Gym.
Hejnal pinned Dave after the bombing of Pearl
Yesterday’s Spartan Gustafson and Danny Kida, Harbor.
Daily erroneously reported
The
family
tranRudy Guevara and Tim
splanted to Southern
the Varsity defeated the
Kerr all won by decision.
Alumni, 22-14.
California where Mrs.
attended
Kida and Guevara both Menendez
The 150-pound match
Beverly Hills High School,
between Toth-Fejel and triumphed in the 126-pound which was different from
Kida
beat
McDowell was "the best division.
match of the night," said freshman Eddie Baza, 16-6,
and
Guevara
outpointed
Spartan head coach T.J.
senior Rusty Lockwood, 5Kerr.
4.
Lockwood’s brother,
"It was a super
Quality Work
match," Kerr said. "The Marty, was one of four
varsity winners.
fans sat there breathless
Student rates
it was so exciting."
Lee Mills, Dennis
The score was tied 1-1
McDowell and Brian
PHONE
with 11 seconds left in the Strock
also
gained
third and final period when decisions.
Roberts
Jan
McDowell decided to go for
Alumni 24, Varsity 12
a win instead of a draw. He
ill. M. Lockwood IV d. Mesa.
missed on a takedown
1-3; 121 - Kids I
d. Rasa 1141; ill.
attempt, allowing Toth- Guevara

SJSU wrestlers
dumped by alums

Shang Hi High School in
China.
"The high school had a
swimming pool inside the
gym and when the cover
was pulled over the pool, it
was transformed into the
basketball floor," Mrs.
Menendez explained.
Despite attending a
high school in a "rich"
district, Mrs. Menendez
claimed that her family
was from "the other side of
the street financially."
Mrs. Menendez attended Chapman College
and griduated in 1947 with
a degree in physical
education.
"My first teaching job
was at Tulare High

866-0883

"He just wasn’t going
to settle for the tie," Kerr

pionships and then Julie
coached the U.S. Olympic
boxing team in 1960."
"He worked with
Cassius Clay during the
Olympics in Rome, Italy. I
didn’t get to go then, but I
traveled a lot when I was
young so it really didn’t
matter."
Julie was the assistant
soccer coach for the U.S.
team in 1972 at Munich,
Germany. The entire
family went to Europe for a
summer vacation.
Julie then was the head
coach of the Loympic team
at the Olympics in 1976 at
Montreal, Canada.
"It was really a unique
experience to tour

"I absolutely hate to miss one
of their games."
School," Mrs. Menendez
said, "and then Julie came
and got a job there."
Mrs. Menendez taught
women’s
physical
education and said she and
Julie used to fight over who
would use the gymnasium
as there was only one.
"Ah, Julie was really
nice about it though and he
let us use the basketball
floor every Friday afternoon for my class,"
Mrs.
Menendez
reminisced.
She married Julie the
following year and Juie
received
a
coaching
position at San Jose State
College. Two weeks before
moving to San Jose, their
first child was born.
"When we first came to
San Jose, Julie was the
boxing
coach
at
State,"Mrs.
Menendez
said. "They won three
NCAA
boxing
cham-

TYPING

Fejel to gain a takedown of
his own for two points and
the match.

6 positions

Hears and seeks redress of student
griesances
indis idual
concerning
members
of
the
faculty,
administration, or staff and when appropriate. makes recommendations
concerning appropriate redress to
appropriate persons, ultimately, if
necessary, to the President of the
inisersity.

DEADLINE NOV. 6
IoclAltel Sladenl Offic
Ard noor of SHolenl Colon
277-330i

A
Warren
Miller
Production

I

ala&te
TUESDAY
NOV. 7th

Booters have loyal fan

Even with those credentials, Walker says her
charges aren’t thinking in terms of national honors
Just yet.

(Al d. Lockwood 5-4; 134 M1114 1V1 d. Brawn 14; 134 D.
McDowell VP d. Trevino 11-1; 142 &rock V d. Heady 10-3; 130. TothFelel (A) d. R. McDowell 3-1; 117.
Hejnal
planed Gustafson, 1st;
i77. Kerr PAP d. Snipes 14-10; 11vy Jackson lAld Heath 3-1.

his fourth of the season, at
the 88:57 mark, 40 seconds
after Bernardi’s goal.
The Spartan soccer
team, for the 12th time
undir Menendez, have
reached the play-offs which
are tentatively scheduled
to begin Nov. 16.
"We’ll have to find out
who we play before we can
prepare for them,"
Menendez said, "I have a
feeling the team we face in
the first round will be a
team we’ve played earlier
in the season."

STUDENT GRIEVANCE
COMMITTEE

Spikers seek crown;
host Berkeley tonight

Its statistics back up her analysis. The Spartans
have rippled the nets 65 times compared to two for
its opponents in a 13-0 season.
Against Cal, a team with only one loss entering
its conflict with SJSU last Friday, the Spartans
accurnmulated 23 shots on goal to the Bears’ six and
piled up six minutes of penetration time compared
to 1:30 for Cal in a 3-1 triumph that iced the Northern California Athletic Assocaition crown for
SJSU.

last 35 minutes."
Easy Perez started the
scoring parade in the
second half, scoring his
15th goal of the season at
59:57, receiving a pass
from John Bradley.
Gulio Bernardi on an
assist from Joe Silveira
scored his sixth goal of the
season, finishing up season
with the Spartans, he will
return next year as a
sophomore.
Derek Evans closed
out the scoring and the
regular season with a goal,

Olympic
throughout
Village," Mrs. Menendez
said. "It was really quite
interesting."
Despite the long and
tiring road trips the SJSU
soccer team undertakes in
the vans, Mrs. Menendez
claims that those trips are
enjoyable too.
"It’s a great way to get
to know some of the players
and find out about their
Mrs.
backgrounds,"
Menendez remarked, and
"of course our entire
family is soccer +oriented.
"My daughter even
bounces the soccer ball
around a bit, I have one son
who played for UCBerkeley which caused a
rivalry whenever the two
schools played."
Mrs. Menendez also
pointed out that Danny
plays for the Spartan
soccer team this season
and believes that this is one

COMMUNiTy

suds duAlis

AflY MOWITAIn 0

10495 N. DE ANZA BL., CUPERTINO, CA
TICKETS: 3.50 ADVANCE. $4.00 AT DOOR

FOR INFO: 255-6162

Bug Problems?

Try our

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!
6
1
I
9
10

1 hoes()

1 Set heel
3 Change oil
4 New points
5 lubrication

Football
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Adjust brakes
Adiust valves
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EVERYTHING FOR THE OUTDOOR SKATER

2 posiriONS

EdUCATIONA1

Tickets on sale now at
Any Mountain

ONLY $

For the second straight
year, Alpha Tau Omega
has captured the men’s
intramural flag football
championship.
ATO defeated the
Allen-Hall -based Doo-bies
Thursday afternoon at
South Campus. More than
200 people viewed the
game, according to several
spectators.

7:30 p.m.

THE SKATEBOARD
WIZARD

CAMPUS SECURITY
ADVISER

STUdENT

of the disadvantages.
"I think it’s really hard
on Danny sometimes,"
Mrs. Menendez feared,
"because each parent is
telling him what to do.
She claims that over
the years, her favorite
team at SJSU was the 1968
squad with Mani Hernandez, which went to the
finals in Atlanta, Georgia,
losing to Maryland, 4-3, in
overtime.
"I think this year’s
team is exciting too, the
way they work together,
they just seem to have it,"
Mrs. Menendez said.
She recalled the first
soccer team Julie coached.
Only a few players turned
out for the team. "He got
some members of the
boxing team to come out
and some of them were
actually pretty good."
When Mrs. Menendez
isn’t attending a soccer
game, she teaches part
time at the YWCA. She also
enjoys dancing and
paintings.
"I like to do what is
called ‘Chinese Brush
Painting’," she claimed. "I
like to keep some of the
Chinese heritage I grew up
in."

FLINT CENTER
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FEATUROFG
CHAMONIX SOMMIT COLORADO
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Students fight Thanksgiving blues
By Lee G. Sherman
Worried about what to
do and where to go for
Thanksgiving because all
your relatives and friends
are
in Sheboygan,
Wisconsin? Well have no
fear. If you want to find a
family that is looking for
someone to share their
Thanksgiving dinner of if

you are seeking someone to
share yours, you’re in luck.
Thanks to the efforts of
four SJSU students, this
year there may be fewer
people who have no place to
go or people to spend
Thanksgiving with.
Students Lois Levine,
Mark Hamilton, Elaine
Barrett and David Marzolf

Reed now accepting
material, editor says
The 1978 edition of The Reed," SJSU’s literary fine
irts publication, currently is on sale and material for the
1979 issue can be submitted, according to editor Delores
Copies of the 1978 edition can be purchased in the
English department office and the Spartan Bookstore.
Short stories, poetry, essays, plays, woodcuts,
paintings, graphics, drawings and photography for next
year’s issues are being accepted at the SJSU English
department office.
"We are interested in high quality work in art and
literature," White said.

are
organizing
a
"Thanksgiving Get-Together." The group feels this
is a new idea on campus
and an excellent way of
getting people together for
the holidays.
The four came up with
the idea, to fulfill a speech
class project and are
hoping to receive a wide
response within the
campus community.
Thanksgiving Get-Together will provide an
opportunity for families
and individuals who want
their
share
to
Thanksgiving dinner with
others, to do so.
"We want to focus on
the campus community
and we wanted to provide a
service for students,"
Levine said.
The project will be
aimed at students and

residents
within
the
campus area, who have no
one to spend Thansgiving
with,but would like to.
The
project
is
receiving funds from A.S.
to print flyers and place
ads in local newspapers.
KSJS will be providing free
radio advertising.
"What we’re simply
trying to do is get people
together on Thanksgiving
and it will be a service to
both students who have no
plans and to families who
would like more company," Levine pointed out.
The project is also
seeking students who have
no plans and would like to
get together with others
own
their
plan
Thanksgiving bash.
The speech class
project will be evaluated
by the instructor on how

socially significant it is.
Its purpose is to bridge
the communication gap
and get people together,
Hamilton said.

Thanksgiving,
next
possibly making it an
annual event at SJSU.
Individuals
and
families who would like to
sponsor someone for
Thanksgiving Get-Together, or students who have no
plans, but would like to
spend the holiday with
others, should contact the
following
project
organizers.
Mark Hamilton: 2531040 or Elaine Barrett: 9687869
i evenings
The
project will accept calls
from interested parties up

"We’re hoping to get
some
response
from
University
staff and
faculty to invite students,"
he added. ’We’re also
hoping that people will be
interested in inviting more
than one person."
The group would like to
see a campus organization
take an interest in their
project and follow-up on its

kinky’s copies
uyeringhl

3 I

through Nov. 22, Hamilton
commented.
-I’m
hoping that
people don’t look at this as
a really good idea and then
don’t follow up and make
an effort to contact US," he
stressed.

no mininiunt

2‘

XEROX 9400 &
IBM COPIERS
123 S 3rd Street
295- 6 336
ar.ii At
San Carlos

681

295-5511

BUDGET COMMITTEE
2 Positions Open
Will consider all budget request’s from
student organizations and .4111 submit
a proposed budget and total
anticipated income for ensuing fiscal 1:1111.
to Student Council.

A.S. popcorn to lure voters

DEADLINE, Monday.
November 6

The Associated Students are trying to buy your vote
today -with popcorn.
A.S. has announced their own version of the carrot
and stick approach by collaborating with Spartan Shops in
providing all student voters with a free bag of popcorn.
Voters who wish to claim their popcorn need only
bring their voting receipt to the Spartan Bookstore today,
according to A.S.

Associated Students Office
3rd Floor Student t nion
277-3201

classifieds
announcements

STUDENT
DENTAL
PLAN
ENROLL NOW! For in
formation call A.S office or 372
6811
BALLET
New Fan Session at
Eufrazia School of Ballet
College age classes,
near
campus Beg , int , Ado Come
Park
1461
see our new studio
Ave. S.J. 241 1300
PART TIME work...Set your own
hours. Salaried while learning
business techniques. Earnings
from sales average $4005500
monthly. Call Dr. Jim Harper,
Coop Education Program at
277-3370, or Kevin Sullivan,
Marketing Director at 11001 2461991. New England Life. of
course! EEOC. M/F.
SQUARE
ADULT
YOUNG
DANCING. Come lain the fun.
No previous dancing necessary.
Open house Nov 6, 13, 20. Juan
Cabrillo School, corner of
Cabrillo and San Tomas Espy.,
Santa Clara. 7:30-10pm. Info.,
2414164.
SJSU Gay Student Union meets
every Thurs. 30-50 People attend
any given meeting which are
usually held in the Student
Union. GSU provides a blend of
social and educational activities
designed to let gay people meet
and learn about themselves,
each other, and relevent social
issues. GSU is particularly
useful to the gay person who is
just coming out or is new to the
area. You are not alone so don’t
stay apart. Be all you can be attend! I All meetings are in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room at flpm.
10-5 Creativity Night. Bring your
own poems, prose, music or art.
10 12 Rap Group ,Relationships.
10-19 David Stewardspeaker on
the S.C. Human Relations
Commissions. 1026 Potluck,
campus.
THE Christian Science Organization
meets Wednesdays at 3 30 in the
S.U.Costanoan Rrn Everyone is
invited
FREE ADVENTURE TRAVEL
PRESENTATION. Himalayan
trekking, overland expedition in
Africa, Asia, South America,
New Zealand, mainland China.
Skiing in Europe and much
more. Wed., Nov. I, the Hyatt
House, 1740 N. 1st St San Jose,
8 p.m. For more into., or free
catalog, contact: Adventure
Center, 5540 College Ave.,
Oakland. CA 94618. 14151 62,1879
THE SJSU SIERRA CLUB offers
outdoor activities and people to
share them with. Activities
Include hiking. backpacking,
Climbing. parties and cross
country skiing. Meetings are
Tuesdays at 7:30p.m. in the S.U.
10/31
Room.
Guadalupe
Halloween Party; 11/5 Angel
Island, 11/11 or IS Sierra
Backpacking? 12/1 3 Back
packing, Skyline to sea.
_
PILOTS and Studvt Pilots Don’t
get stuck witlibs time Fly
wet tech and save BIG money.
1975 Cessna 150’s,
Example
S13/hr. Least expensive way to
get that coveted pilot license and
fly with the eagles. Largest club
in Calif . MANY SJSU members
and instructors Call our ReidHillview branch for full into.
Call Don now Gottschalk’s
Flight Center,923.4171.
MOPED -- WHAT 15 IT? Find out 6
days a week at Medson’s
Mopeds, 97 S. Autumn St. 794
9425. South of Downtown Oat
sun

WANT 2 tickets to Dylan con-cert.
Name a price. Call Al, 277 3463.
ACADEMY of Ballet, daily, $2.
Ballet, Scottish, Modern. 2905
Park Ave., Santa Clara. 295
5394,
FIGHT INFLATION
RECYCLE
and do your part for ecology.
Save your aluminum, glass, tin
and newspapers and bring them
to student run Spartan Gardens
Recycling Center at 7th and
Humbolt lacross from Spartan
Stadium). Wed., 10am 2Pmi
Sat., 10am-4pm.

automotive
ALL FOREIGN CAR PARTS. 461 S.
Bascom Ave.. San Jose, CA
95120 290 0624 or 2900625.
STUDENT
SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS WITH CURRENT
I.D. CARD. If we don’t have it,
we’ll help you get I! Be on our
private mailing list for monthly
specials.
’70 CYCLONE GT Hi Po 429 Aspd.,
411 posi, magus, craine, of tv.
Holley, Mallory, Hurst, Sun
Hooker Sunroof, new paint,
rebuilt top end, photos, exc.
cond. Winder Rm. 102, Mike.
12,450?
73’ DATSUN 610. Good Mileage.
Good cond. $1,300, Must sell.
Call 2381187
71’ V.W. Bug Super Beetle. Exc.
cond. Must sell. Call 238 1197
’74

TOYOTA truck. Long bed,
radials, carpeted shell, boot
racks, CB, stereo AM 8 track
cassette, heavy bumpers, lg.
mirrors. 34K miles on rebuilt
engine. Asking $2,995 or deal for
’71 740Z. Mike. 262-1910.

’77 TOYOTA CE LICA. Great cond
featly goes! New tires, car
poling. Air conditioning, black
vinyl top, 12,700. 253-3070.
’71 SUPER BEETLE. Good cond..
blue. Call 268 1172.
w/12 1600 engine
’65 DATSUN
and trans. Exc. gas mileage,
very cheap to run. Make offer.
Call Scott at 269 3392.
’73 IMPALA 2c1r custom coupe.
Vinyl top, power everything.
Air. AM B track. Exc. cond.,
S2,150. 739 3394 after 5:30 p.m.
’65 CHEVY 1/2 ton Fleetside P/U
wiM shell. 2306 stick, radio and
heater, good cund . 0000 firm
356 1927 eves.

tor sale
DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF: Your insurance needs:
AUTO, HOME,FIRE, HEALTH.
If you are not already with State
Farm, call tor an appointment
at my office or home and we’ll
set up a time convenient for you
on campus, your home or my
office. Let’s get together and
give you better coverage for less
money. CALL: MORY STAR,
253’3277 or 446 3649
START SEMESTER RIGHT! 76
MGB: OD, AM/FM. 17,400 mi.
excellent S4450 firm, Call Ron
or Joan OM 53110925. Santa
Rosa
BED and BOX SPRING, full fire, $10
ea. Bedding $1,3/plece. 578.8015
eves.
SHREDDED loam rubber. 65 cents
lb. 2927954.
WANTED TO BUY,D011s from 1960’s
to Antique. 371-1363.

PLEASURABLE Oral
-UNIQUE
Exam Preparation. Builds
confidence and command of
statistical results. Call 14151 $91

AERO MAJORS...be better pilots
whether you are already in.
strument rated or working on It.
Now you can benefit from instrument training on our Pacer
11 flight simulators. Join our
simulator club at low student
rate and train for $3.n hr. solo.
Call now for more information
and schedule a FREE demo
"ride." Air Simulator Training
Center Reid 1411Iview Airport
926 6700

FOR SALE. ’65 Mustang 219 engine.
MOO. C 4 Bell Housing and
Torque Converter, $11. 4 Indy
Maps. S100. Call Todd, 9629133
or 277 8531.
’71 YAMAHA XS 750. 2.dr., 9500
miles, new tires. $1.650. Call 545
4219.
SOFA, matching chair and chest/4
drawers. 3 mos old, WOO 21"
color TV. Call 299 1037
40

channel mobile CB trans
receiver. Radio Shack TRC 452
with antenna and cable. Superb
condition 575 or best offer Call
Gene at 277.8511.

FOR SALE New Ciao moped Runs
excel.. looks Sharp. Great for
city travel. 120 plus mpg. UN or
b/o. Call Trisha 7928441 eves.

help wanted
COUNT FOR CASH. Be an
Inventory Taker. We have
several permanent part time
positions available for people
looking for year round extra
income Work on the average of
15 to 20 hrs per week. All you
need is a good knowledge of
simple math and available to
work either EARLY MOR
NINGS and WEEKENDS; OR
EVENINGS and WEEKENDS.
Come in and apply Mon. thru Fri
13:30 am to 5 pm. We train you.
Washington Inventory Service
2398 Walsh ave., Santa Clara
741 1563
FEMALE help for pleasant
handicapped lady. Hrs. flexible.
Alcoa Sather 2497575.
FLEXIBLE Hours/Good Pay.
Aides/Ord, 54.50/hr. LVN’s
53.62/11r. RN’s SS/hr. Some
experience required. Call 287
1749 for opt. New Horizons
Nursing Resources, 2775 Park
Ave, Santa Clara.
FEMALE lead singer seeks working
band to blow some funky jazz
and pop; 40 R and B with.
Teresa 3540150
STUDENT NURSES
Part and full time. Pick your
days and shifts. American
Registry of Nurses. 2444
Moorpark Ave. 7930112.
ADDRESSERS
wanted
immediately! Work at home, no
exp. necessary. Exc. pay. Write
American Service, 8350 Park
Lane. Suite 127, Dallas, TX
75231.
WEEKEND FUN!! Earn In 2 days
what most do in 5. Sat.Sun $100300 easy. Customers come to
you. Demonstrate nationally
famous non-stick cookware at
Flea Mart. HURRY!t Xmas
shoppers are here! Dan, 14151
652 4400. ext. 500.
NEED immediately, a full.time
nutrition minded person to work
food service at Sun ’N Soil
Natural Foods. Call 2117 8/187 or
come in at 245 E. Santa Clara.
Contact Carolyn or Ron.
STANFORD University Research
Group needs classroom ob
servers for school in San Jose.
We will train you but you need a
car or trans to school. For info.,
call Stephanie at 14151 497 3897,
as soon as possible.
TUTOR WANTED
My two daughters seek female
tutor for high school courses.
293 3331.
MATURE student to assist in
teaching remedial reading,
approx. 1520 hrs/wk. MC
between 31 p.m. Must be ex
cellent reader. oill train. 13/hr.
Call Mrs. Spencer at 757 1809.
OVERSEAS JOBS
Summer/full
time
Europe. S. America,
Australia. Asia, etc. All fields,
$500 1200 mo, expenses paid,
sightseeing. Free info. Write:
International Job Center, Box
4490 SB, Berkeley. Ca 94704.
College students needing over S100
per week for part time work.
F lex ible hours, must be neat,
have car and phone Call Fuller
Brush Co 743 1121 for interview
appointment
Looking for someone who enjoys
working with elem.
ed
materials, likes responsibility
and do thorough detailed
paperwork for purchasing and
special ordering. Train for Asst
Mgr. at Teachers
Supply
House, permanent 40 hr wk
salary open, ed background
preferred, 264 3716 for APO,

least 2 years of COBOL
programming experience. a
Bachelor’s degree wily a major
in a computer related field or
appropriate
experience.
Knowledge of ANSI COBOL,
FORTRAN, PL/I, RPG, an
Assembler,
structured
programming techniques and
Data
Base Management
Systems are highly desirable
University or business ap
plIcations experience is
preferred. Salary 1,1,411.$1,699
per month. Benefits include full
medical insurance. retirement
plan, and Milian waiver for
university courses. Application
deadline 11/7/78. Application
and resumes to SJSU Personnel
Office, 125 S. Seventh Street, San
Jose, CA 95192, An POE/At
I irrnative Action/Title IX
Employer.
TEMPORARY
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST,
San Jose State University. A
unique opportunity to par
tic ipate in the implementation of
a Financial Aids Information
Management System in a
university environment. This
lull time temporary position 11
mos) requires at least 2 years of
Cobol programming experience.
a bachelor’s degree with a
major in a computer related
field or appropriate experience,
knowledge of ANSI COBOL and
programming
structured
techniques are highly desirable.
University business applications
experience is preferred. Salary
$1,411 $1,699 per month. Benefits
include full medical insurance,
retirement plan, and tuition
waiver for university courses.
Application deadline 11/7/78.
Applications and resumes to
SJSU Personnel Office, 175 S.
Seventh St.. San Jose, CA 95192.
An
EOE/Affirmative
Ac
lion/Title IX Employer.
EARN 5.4 an hour take home pay
Cluing Odd ,Obs on Saturdays.
Call 251 8003
P/T positions as a radio/telephone
operator.
Min.
20hrs/wk.
Position involves receiving and
recording requests in dispel
cuing emergency road service
vehicles. Must have good
telephone manner and willing to
work nights,
weekends,
holidays.
Interested parties
Hartsell,
Mrs.
contact
California
State
Auto
Association. 80 Saratoga Ave.,
247,1100E0E.

FEMALE Graduate with Child to
share 2 bath house with same.
Pets OK. No drugs. 2223950 eve.
TV, kitchen, mad Wry., piano. game
room, parking, $32 per week
share. $45 50/wk single. 202 So.
11th St. 2927374.
A-M-a single father with a young
son In exchange for free room
and board. I would like someone
to do light housekeeping and
cooking. Call 926 2362 alter 6.
ROOM AND BOARD. 1 blk, from
campus. 155 So 11111 St. Great
food, quiet study firs $130/mo.
Call 279 9473 anytime.
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB.
Great guys and gals. fireplace,
color Tv, kitchen, maid verb,,
piano, game room. parking, 532
per week share, 545 50/wk
single. 702 So 11M St. 293 7374.

personals

ASTROLOGY CLASSES: Learn to
interpret
and
calculate
horoscopes in small perClear,
sonalized
classes.
organized instruction from
experienced teachers. Begin
ming and Advanced levels
available. Call DONNICE at 292
0986.

TYPING Reports, papers, letters,
etc Reasonable. Call Sandy at
286 1675.

Dea-rest-Flower Bringer, ThankyOu
for the happiest birthday I ever
had. Love, TREE.

EXPERT typing and proofreading
of term papers, etc Fast sort
75 cents/pg. Sheila. 279-9179.

WhO will survive Me end of the S.C.
Valley? If you’re there, maybe
you! Nov 15 le S?D 103

TYPING. Thesis, research papers.
etc. Experienced. IBM Soler
Eby 267 4683

Life without you Is like a
balance sheet without numbers
I hope my loss has proved lobe
your asset. Love. Linda.

LOOKING for a WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER? Images by
John are expressions of love,
soft, elegant, and understood by
everyone. For the linest wed
ding photography, call John
Paulsen at 2647937.

I NEED a ride to S.J. from Santa
Cruz one day a week. Call Dr.
Snyder, 277-3145.

FLUTE and recorder lessons taught
by SJSU music Master’s can
Private
didate. Group
S70/mo. Call 287 5946

B ATMAN: I don’t associate nor dot
acknowledge CREEPS IN
TIGHTS.
Go
bother
STREAKER! DARTH VADER.

TYPING AND CASSETTE
TRANSCRIPTION. $I page and
up. All work accurate and proofread. IBM Selectric II. KITTY
CARTER 2634525.

Happy Birthday! Be good,
OKO? S. Jr. will love you
FOREVER.
HELP Al Garza become mayor.
SJSU grad. Hdqtrs. at 26
Asbury. Cell 99151978.

Accurate. and
TYPINGFast,
Reasonable too. Try me in West
San Jose Please call Patty at
901-1641

DEAR Patient and Waiting. More
Info. please. Bubbles (I think?).

PERSONAL Image Consultant. You
receive a 2 hour consultation
and portfolio detailing: a per
your
sonal color analysis,
dynamite colors, about 70 colors
per person, out of a set of 5001.
fabric and metal suggestions,
make up colors, personal style
description, how to use your
colors, how to look at the latest
fashions and tell what sort of
thing is yours and what isn’t, all
questions about your colors and
style answered. Dress for
Success Method also discussed,
for men and women. $40 corn
plete. Call Carol at 247 2504
5:30 8:00PM most evenings.

I AM seeking a companion. I am
handicapped and have a minor
voice impediment. I like music,
concerts and live 6 blocks from
campus. Brian, 298-23041.
MARGARET P: Happy birthday
two days earlier. Enjoy your
trip to Whittier. Love in Christ,
Kim F.. Brad H. and Mary C.
OBOES: You inally made 11! Happy
belated birthday. Only 10 more
weeks. Love always, Brian.

TYPING. Thesis, term papers. etc.
Experienced and fast Phone
26941674,

i

JIM YOUNG, Well, we made it
through the night, too bad you
didn’t. Now it’s our turn, "Your
Kids."

EXPERT typing and proofreading
of term paper etc. Fast serv. 75
cents/pg. Sheila. 2799129

THE KATZ MEOW: POPPY PM
birthday, you old lady pout
Illegitimi non carboruncluml
MORRIS.
Debbie Isioske Is the world’s most
awesome Pledge Mom! Love
your twins, Annette and Marion

GIVE the Gift only YOU can give a
beautiful color Portrait to
someone you love. Call John
Paulson at 269 7937
MS

ATLAS
PRESS
AND
BOOKSTORE. Offset printing
and rubber stamps Gay and
feminist books and records and
periodicals. 330 S. 3rd. 289 1280.

Typing.20 yrs. exp.all kinds IBM
Corr. Select, Blossom Hill Area.
Call Kathie 5781216.

stereo
_
.
MPM IF YOU’RE INTO SOUND,
UNIQUE sound. Superior design
and cranmanship. All this Plus
an unlimited warranty. We
specialize in custom loudspeakers for stereo, musical
instruments, and PA. We build
to your specifications within a
price range you choose. Or if you
prefer, select from our standard
models. Give us a listen before
Making that final decision. We’ll
change your mind. For more
info, call 866.8969 anytime and
ask for Mike or Lee. MPM
CUSTOM SPEAKER SYSTEMS
AUDIO ENTERPRISES is your
consumer electronics buying
service with the widest selection
Of the highest fidelity at the

FREE ADVENTURE TRAVEL
PRESENTATION. Himalayan
trekking. overland expedition in
Africa. Asia, South America.
New Zealand, mainland China.
Skiing in Europe and much
more. Wed., Nov 1, the Hyatt
HouSe, 1740 N. 1st St. San Jose,
8 p.m For more info or free
catalog, Contact
Adventure
Center, 5540 College Ave..
Oakland, CA 946113 14151 654
1879.
PASSPORT and I.D. SPECIAL Two
121 in color or four 141 black and
white Reg. $1.50 With ad only
55.50 JMJ Photography, 20 Paso
de San Antonio, San Jose 293
7000

TYPE term papers, theses,
reports. manuscripts. IBM
Selectric. Exp.. fast. Jaye, 264
1079.

’RISE and SHINE!’ Wake up
Service. Can’t get up or don’t
hear the alarm? Let as wake you
up. 297 3957
TYPING: FAST. ACCURATE,
RELIABLE. Term papers,
reports, theses, letters,
resumes. etc. Correct form ant
Turablan. Camp
editing
bell/Ballou, etc Call Barbara
Morgan, 252 2068 (No ca ils after
930p rn , please)

========= 011

Print Your Ad Here:

RATES--

Ova
day
57.50
2.00
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300
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2.70
3.25
3.70

four
day.
240
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340
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300
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50

50

SO

60
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days
2.00
2.50
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day
36
3355
35
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SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
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Announcements
AutornOlove
For Sale

TRAVEL SALE
The air fare war is on!! We
represent all the options with no
bias. Let us help you with your
plans. It costs you nothing extra
to work with a travel agent
Travel services available:
Laker’s "Sky Train." All
charters, Eurail
Pass.
Britrail. International. Student
Identity
Card..YOuth
Hostel Student flights to Asia,
Africa, Asutralia and Middle
East from Europe: Charter
flights to Hawaii. Mexico
travel, Hard to find travel
books, Luggage. maps. back
Pa ks and other ?ravel aids.
TRIP and TRAVEL Planning
Company. Charter Travel
Specialists, 444 E. William St
110th and Williams sts., down
from Togo’s), San Jose. CA
95112. 14001292 1613, M F. tam
apm, Sat., 10am 3pm,

TYPING_ Reports, term papers.
manuscripts. Barbara Weiman,
164 1758

Each adchhonal ant add:

(Cure*

trawl

TYPING, Experienced In reports,
theses, resumes. Prompt see
vice with accuracy guaranteed
IBM Sel. II. 1379025

LISA BROXSON: Is it true that
when you log you have two left
feet and leave dents In
sidewalks?

HEY, PAUL, Happy Birthday from
the Markham Hall odd wing
gang of 3rd floor

lowest prices 287 name brands.
Audio equipment tor the home.
car, stage, or studio TVs. VCRs,
videogames. projection TV. All
items new with full mfg
warranty, plus an optional 5 yr
parts and labor Free record
cleaner wavy system. free set
up and advice. All at the lowest
prices anywhere. For more
info/price quotes. call 255 5550.
M F, 210, anytime weekends
Ask for Ken. Now recorn
mending the Incredible MPM
Custom Speaker Systems A E
DEMO SALE. Ebb Amt 1(3. $900
reg
S650/pr. Pickering 0A3
headphones. $40 reg.. now 525
Sanyo TP 727 w/Pick cart. $100
reg., now SIC.

tyllfi-s.
academic
"EXPERT
Correcting Selectric typewriter.
Call Andrea, 973.4717."

services

IS it true that "knees.’ that look
athletic score better than
"pits?" Ask Mr. Shorts

IF YOU don’t have someone to love,
there are cats and dogs who
need your love S.C. Humane
Society. 144 2835

LUCKY 13 I hope 10 00 more than
lust cruise on the D.G.. Love
Boat. The TR 4 Kid

JW:

The -world" has come to San Jose!
Be part of it share a living and
learning cultural experience at
INTERNATIONAL
SJSU’s
CENTER. Applications for
residency are being taken now
for the spring semester. Visit us
at 360S 11th 5 Street or call 277
3690 or 179 4575. Take your place
in the world at the SJSU in
ternational Center

FEMALE vocalist wanted to
accompany singwriter/guitari
st. Call Shannon, 998 0503,

DEBBIE at GAMMA PHI: The OX
EAR is still waiting to (PH ARP
VODT).

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
10 percent Student Discount For
all your
laundry needs
alterations, mending. washing,
ironing Wash/fluff dry, hung
and/or folded
40 cents/lb
Pillows, blankets, rugs, sleeping
bags, leathers, suedes, hats
One day service Open 85 30,
Mon Sat ACE LAUNDRY. 8th
and E. William (next to Togo’s)
293 7228.

--

=====
3 boas
4 NI.
Sue.,
6 arms

EL EC 70LYSIS CLINIC Unwanted
hair removed forever. Men and
women 247 7486.

rent lurnisneo extra large
modern 2 bed, 2 bath, 5 11th St
2900636 or 733 6433.

housing

PHONE SOL IC17 ER Semi. to Start
Eves
wknds Green Thumb
Lawn Service, Sunnyvale 732
4443, 345 4920
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
Business Applications. San Jose
State University
A unique
opportunity to work on Business
Applications Systems In a
university environment. This
responsible position requires at

For

Help Wanted
Lost led Found
Personal.

Services
Travel
Stereo

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 9$ 1 1 4

Deadline, two days 001 to publicatoon
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Sexism, sex talk taboo in China; lecture
notes cultural differences

OFFSET PRINTING
100 copies - 2. 6 5
PRINTWELL
297-6788
556 W.Santa Clara St.

tes

By Tom Lazarakis
The Chinese people talk freely about most subjects,
but when it comes to sex they are quiet.

EXPERIENCE
A HAIR
AFFAIR

That’s the impression that Dr. Alan Sherman,
practicing psychiatrist and associate professor
psychiatry at Stanford University, received when he
visited China last August.

25%

Sponsored by the Foreign Language Department and
the Chinese Student Association, Sherman gave a free
lecture on his impressions of "Sex, Sexism and Sexuality
in Chiha Today" last Monday.

off
ill hers!, e, is ith thi
otter good tues

weds only

Rearing children in China is a little different than in
America.
"When a woman decides to hve a child, she goes off
birth control ( the pill, IUD)," Sherman said.
Birth control measures are common knowledge in
China, according to Sherman. A chart hangs in the clinic
of the communes listing all women and their form of birth
control.
"A child is raised by the mother for a brief period of
time four to six weeks)," Sherman said. Either sex is
warmly greeted."

Sherman cited several points about Chinese
After the mother goes back to work, the child is taken
marriages:
care of in a nursery, in the communes or attached to the
both husband and wives are expected to work;
factory.
all women practice birth control;
couples are separated for periods of time because of
35 S. Fourth
"There is absolutely no question that people will get
jobs;
294-4086
jabortion is an acceptable alternative to a third married and have children," Sherman observed. "They
usually
marry when the man is 28 and the woman is 25."
pregnancy.
The marriage is a civil ceremony, conducted with or
"A third pregnancy is a big no-no in China," Sherman
without parental consent.
said.

1W:t..4.1
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Fullerton names assistant
A former SJSU
assistant director of
records has been named
executive assistant to
President
Gail
Fullerton, the president
has announced.
Harold V. Manson,
46, will assume the
position from interim
assistant Will Coursey
Nov. 13, according to
Manson.
The position calls
for Manson to support
the president in the
overall administration
of the campus by
providing assistance
and advice within
several program areas
including fiscal and
organizational management, analysis of

The ARMY NURSE CORPS has a special program
for senior nursing students.
Qualified men and women seniors may apply for a
Direct Commission in the Army Nurse Corps prior to
graduation.
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:

Army Nurse Opportunities
(415) 273-7020/712C

FOR PROFESSIONALS
WHO WANT TO GO PLACES
The boot
you’ve been waiting for!
Zip into Cobbies
glove-soft leather
walking boot.
The low heel makes
winter rambling a breete,
but most important
is the total look.
One of great style
and sawv

Harold Manson

Extra benefits for vets

$58

ilD11113
THE Shoe

.2ace

San

Disabled veterans may
receive an additional $175 a
month in Veterans Administration payments to
them due to provisions of a
new law.
The added payments
are authorized by The
Veterans Disability
Compensation and Survivors Benefits Act of 1978,
which was signed into law
Oct. 18 by President
Carter.

=reZZ-Z:
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60S. 1st St.,

Visions for a Changing Theater
conceived and conducted by

Mark Hall Amitin
svith

"’
Applications for spring
semester housing at the
International Center are
being accepted until Nov.
25, according to Marchello
Bigliardi,
executive
director of the Center.

Workshops in Drama & Movement
in the Student Union

Lectures and Films centered on
The Living Theater’s
"Paradise Now"
The Living Theater’s
"Seven Meditations"

11/9:

The Performance Group’s
"Dionysus in 69"

11/10:

The cost for the Spring
semester (Jan. 27 through
May 26) is $943.50 for a
student living in a fourbedroom and $1,079 for a
two -bedroom. All applications must be accompanied by a $50
deposit, Bigliardi said.

Theater Laboratory
Vicinal’s "I"
FREE atfipm.

San Jose State University
Speech and Drama 224
One day 1 3 p rn , SI students, 52 general
Aries long 3 30i 30 p rn .53 50 students, 16 general
Registration in A 5 Business Off ice

Bigliardi estimates
that half of the 72 student
accommodations will be
open for spring semester
occupancy.
Students should call

11111111191811

OFF ON ANY /
TUNE-UP
WITH THIS,/
AD

6
4 eyi

plus
tax

expires 10/24/78

TUNE

while you wait!
over 50,000 tune ups!
OIL, LUBE, and FILTER

-$38 - 6 cyl
$39 -8 cylinder
-Includes parts
and labor
-Guaranteed for
6 months or
6,000 miles
-Professionally
trained mechanics

$12.88

Oe’,kt
ct^,1111

Currently, the average
monthly VA compensation
payment for a veteran with
service -connected loss of
a leg, or its use, is $211.
Disabled veterans who
believe they might be
eligible for the additional
payment should contact the
VA regional office at 211
Main St., San Francisco,
(415) 998-7373.

"In the cities more than rural areas," Sherman said,
"husbands and wives share in household duties.
"Older husbands are more hesitant to help. They need
frequent reminders - they’re visited by women’s groups.
Coercion takes place in these groups;" Sherman said.
Dating, which is a very popular pasttirne in America,
doesn’t happen in China to the same extent.
"There isn’t much dating of different people,"
Sherman said.
"Unless men and women are dating they don’t hold
hands," Sherman said. "There is very little public display
of emotion."
Sherman visited Peking, Canton, Sian and Anyang
with a group of 24 other professionals to observe the
Chinese view of mental health, eduction and birth controol.
The talk began with slides taken by Sherman during
his trip.

Professor to occupy
scientific society post
Dr. Ronald Stecker, associate professor of
enotomology at SJSU was elected a National Director-atlarge of the Scientific Research Society of North America
during the organization’s 79th annual meeting, Oct. 27-30.
Stecker is currently the South-West Regional
Director. His new three-year post will become effective
January 1,1979.
Stecker was one of only two persons elected to serve
as a director-at-large. Also elected was Dr. Lawrence
Kushner, Deputy Director of the National Bureau of
Standards.

spartaguide
Baptist Student Union will meet at 2:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S. U. Pacheco Room.
Human Resource Administration Club will meet at
2:30 tomorrow in the Business Tower 051. Speaker will be
Ed Martin, head of training and development at Watkins
Johnson Company, Palo Alto.
Pre Dental Student Association will meet at 7:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S. U. Almaden Room. This will be a
question and answer session about applying to Dental
Schools.

279-4575 or 277-3690 for
application information.
Started by the Alumni
Association, the International Center’s aim is
to bring students of different cultures together.
Half of the residents are
American and the others
are from different countries around the world.
"The center is a living
and learning cultural
experience,"
Carol
Schreiber
said,
spokesperson for the
Alumni Assi:Liation.
The International
Center provides 19 meals a
week (three on weekdays
and two on weekends).
"Rooms are furnished
with linen service, blankets
and lamps," Bigliardi said.
"The center offers a pool
room, TV room and a
reading and study room."
In addition, programs
are offered at the center to
acquaint the residents with
each other’s cultures.

Asian American Studies presents "Asian Horizons" at
5:30 today, radio station KSJS Stereo 91.
Phi Beta Lambda will meet at 6 p.m. today in
Business Classroom 001.
Sierra Club will meet at 7:30 p.m. today in the S. U.
Guadalupe Room.
Career Planning and Placement will present a
program "How to Succeed on Your First Job", at 2 p.m.
today in the S. U. Costanoan Room.
Pi Sigma Alpha will present "Election Result
Analysis", at 11:30 a.m. tomorrow in the S. U. Loma
Prieta Room. Dr. Young wIl cover the national news; Dr.
Gerston the state, and Dr. Christensen will analyze the
local returns Victoria Thurman will moderate.
Christian Science Organization will meet at 3:30 p.m.
tomorrow in theS. U. Costanoan Room.
SJSU Women’s Center will present "Women and the
Home" at 7:30 p.m. today in the S. U. Montalvo Room.

Firs’t and Reed

279-9079

9other
Santa Clara County
locations
check yellow paci

Move up...
Marine.
Stand our hot F-4 Phantom on its tail and let into
the stratosphere If you re
in college now and want
to fly we can get you off
the ground Our PLC Air
Program guarantees flight
school after basic training If you qualify we can
put you in the air before
college graduation with
free civilian flying lessons

Career Planning and Placement will meet at 1:30
tomorrow in the S. U. Umunhum Room. Topic will be
"What’s Going On In The Interview."

p.m.

Pre-Law Association will meet at
in the S. U. Almaden Room.

2:30

p.m. tomorrow

El Concilio will hold Open House at noon tomorrow in
the Mags Department of Building EE. Conflicts and
problems of Chicanos at SJSU will be discussed.
Students for Justice will meet at 1 p.m. tomorrow in
the Afro-American Studies Conference Room.
SJSU Campus Crusade will show the film "Shokari
Pass" at 7 p.m. today in Hoover Dorm.

Need to work
for awhile?
See us.
On campus.
TEMpORARI ES

S.
OPEN 8 to 6
Mon. thru Sat.

connected loss, VA chief
Max Cleland said.

Intl Center
housing available

292-4864

11/7:

In general, veterans
eligible for the additional
payment are those who
suffered
a
service connected loss, or loss of
use of one extremity from
nonservice-connected causes.
The veteran must have
been rated less than 100
percent disabled by VA for
his
service -connected
injuries to be eligible for
the newly -added compensation for nonservice-

of policy.
He
has
four
children, three sons and
a daughter.
Manson has a
journalism degree from
Missouri’s Lincoln
University and a
master’s degree in
public administration
from the University of
Oklahoma.
Coursey
will
resume his duties as the
university budget officer, according to
Fullerton, but she said
she
plans
some
reorganization of the
position. A formal
annnouncement on the
revised duties will be
made later this week,
Fullerton said.

Sharing the household duties, a situation that many
American women try to encourage, occurs in China.

SJSU Rugby Club will practice at 3:30 today at South
Campus. New players are welcome.

Jose, CA 95113

11/6:

legislative proposals
and academic senate
policy, and university
goals and objectives,
according
to
the
president’s
job
description.
The Rockport,
Texas native was in
military service until
1975, retiring as a
Lieutenant
Colonel,
before coming to the
records office at SJSU
in December of that
year. He left the
university in April, 1977.
His latest job was
Assistant to the Director
of Public Safety in
Sunnyvale where he
served as the office’s
chief administrator and
assisted in development

"The couple knows each other only for a short period
of time," Sherman said. "Both are expected to be
virgins."

It MF’ORAFIY PI RSONNEL SERVICE

On campus today
thru Thurs. 1119
from 9 am-ipm
outside Bookstore.
Or call collect
408-275-7445

COMMUNICATIONS
COM MITTEE
4 positions

Recommends to the President, policies and
procedures to guide and facilitate functioning
of office, student and University communications media and protects their
freedom to publish.

DEADLINE NOV. 6
Ivied %rude.* Ie
3r6 limb; Sruderni (/vi,,,
2771201

ASSOIr

Today on Ihe Sludenlii mon
near lhe aleferea In am pm

The Few.
4.4cp- The Proud.
The Marines.

